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The banquet hall was filled with laughter. When they heard the news from the maids, the room instantly 

fell silent. 

 

 

Everyone’s gaze turned to Yun Chujiu who had just entered the room. If an ordinary person were to be 

watched by so many people, they would more or less feel uncomfortable. A certain Jiu was obviously 

not one of them. 

 

 

Yun chujiu slowly entered the room and bowed to Old Master Ye. Then, she bowed to a few elders. 

 

 

Old Master Ye smiled like a chrysanthemum. “Little Jiu, come, let me introduce you. This is your cousin 

Mingchuan. Actually, the difference between you two is only half a year.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu saw a strong sense of adultery in old master ye’s smile. was there a need to emphasize that 

the difference was not even half a year? It was not a blind date! 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan stood tall and nodded at Yun Chujiu. “Little cousin Jiu is indeed as the rumors say. She is 

beautiful and lively, leaving a deep impression on people.” 

 

 

When Fan Mingchuan said this, his eyes could be described as gentle as water, even though this word 

did not seem appropriate to describe a man. 

 



 

Yun Chujiu had goosebumps all over her body. What was going on? Could it be that he wanted to act like 

a cousin marrying a younger cousin? 

 

 

Yun chujiu laughed dryly. “Cousin Mingchuan is as sensible as the rumors say. Looks like he has really 

grown up! If you have any difficulties in the future, feel free to look for cousin. I am a person who takes 

good care of my younger siblings.” 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan’s gentle expression instantly turned into a dumbfounded one. Even a fool could 

understand what Yun Chujiu was trying to say. That was, little kid, go play somewhere else. Your sister 

does not like you! 

 

 

A trace of malice flashed in fan Mingchuan’s eyes, but it disappeared in an instant. He smiled warmly 

and said, “Little cousin Jiu is really funny. This is just a small token of appreciation. Please accept it.” 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan said and handed Yun Chujiu an exquisite jade box. Yun chujiu took it and opened it. She 

saw an exquisite jade bracelet inside. 

 

 

Now the question was, should she accept it or not? 

 

 

Even a blind man could see fan Mingchuan’s intention. He did not know what he was thinking. He 

actually wanted to play the game of marriage between cousins with her. Could it be that the ye mother 



and daughter had not been abused enough by her and wanted to be abused by her for the rest of their 

lives? ! 

 

 

Ye Bingying’s hand gripped the handkerchief tightly. She really could not understand why fan Mingchuan 

was so special to Yun Chujiu. Although that bitch was pretty good-looking, she was obviously a young 

girl who hadn’t fully grown yet. Moreover, her spiritual power was low, and she was a stepchild. What 

did Fan Mingchuan see in her? 

 

 

What fan Mingchuan gave her and Ye Bingyu were nothing more than some pearl flowers. Although 

they were exquisite, they couldn’t compare to the jade bracelet. 

 

 

“Cousin Mingchuan, thank you very much!”! Aunt did not have time to give me a gift when she came 

and left in a hurry. She must have asked you to pass this jade bracelet to me, right? After you go back, 

you must thank Aunt For me,”Yun Chujiu said with a smile. 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan clenched his right hand and smiled warmly, “Cousin is really smart. My mother asked me 

to give this jade bracelet to cousin.” 

 

 

“That’s what I said. Aunt and I are so good at throwing tantrums. Aunt will definitely miss me.”Yun 

Chujiu’s smile was very bright, as if she was not the one who had pushed ye Xinwan to the brink of 

death back then. 

 

 

Old Master ye coughed dryly. “Alright, since we’ve already met, let’s take our seats!” 



 

 

The welcoming banquet was neither awkward nor awkward. Yun chujiu only ate and ate, turning a blind 

eye to fan Mingchuan’s affectionate gaze. 

 


